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f you’ve ever popped a CD into a drive and run an install for software you’re about to test,
then you might be performing installation testing indirectly. If not properly installed, an

application could give false results for all other testing, so a better strategy is to test the install

process directly.

What’s Inside an Install?

Installs, especially of client-server applications, can be complex. They often consist of multiple

components including files, folders, dynamic link libraries (DLLs), registry settings, Web services,

and Windows services. Dozens, if not hundreds, of different file types can be installed. Some files

are executables with their supporting DLLs. Others, such as .cab files (cabinet files are compressed

files used during Microsoft Windows installs), are copied onto the PC and then used to complete the
install process. Help and documentation files often include compressed XML, HTML, and .pdf files

(see the StickyNotes for information about different file extensions and extension types).

The Install Inventory

I recommend building and using an install inventory. The install inventory is a list that identifies

all the components of the install. This inventory might include the added files and folders and identify all registry keys added or changed. When I know the components of an install, it suggests to me

the types of install defects I might find. For example, if an install includes Microsoft Foundation

Class (MFC) DLLs, then I know a DLL conflict may occur. If an install includes .cab or other com-

pressed files, then I think about testing for sufficient hard drive space. To expose space issues on

installs, check available space before the install or intentionally use a PC with limited space to see
what happens when the compressed files attempt to unpackage. I want to know everything the

install will alter on a PC; the install inventory helps satisfy that curiosity. The more I know about the
install and document in the inventory, the more ideas I will have for finding defects.
www.StickyMinds.com
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Figure 1: An install report captured using Inctrl5

An install inventory is like a
list of ingredients. Figure 1 shows
an install report captured using
Inctrl5, an install utility application designed to track changes
due to an install. It was written
by Neil Rubenking and is available through PC Magazine. For
more information see the StickyNotes.
As an example, I installed a
trial version of SnagIt, a screen
capture tool. I opened the Inctrl5
install report and then imported
the results into Excel to create the
inventory. It is possible to format
the report in a number of ways.
On one application I listed the
DLL version information in a separate column so that a DLL
version check was easier. It’s not
the layout of the install inventory
that’s important but how complete and accurate the information
is. A basic inventory contains a list
of the files from the install. A more
36
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robust inventory specifies the file
date and version details of each file.
Sometimes applications are dependent on external resources.
These dependencies should be identified in the install inventory as well.
For example, I was testing an application that required specific DLLs
from the MFC Library. If these
DLLs were already on the PC,
copies from the CD were not installed. If they were not on the PC,
the DLLs were installed. Similarly,
I’ve tested the install of many applications that are dependent on
the Visual Basic (VB) environment
and found that many of these applications will install the necessary
VB files in the same directory as the
application. In these cases, it appears the install doesn’t check
whether the VB runtime environment is on the workstation but
instead adds the required files in
the application folder. By knowing
the state of the PC prior to the install, I know if I should expect to
see the DLLs installed or not. By
knowing the version of the DLLs
on the test PC before the install, I
also know if I should expect to see
the DLL updated or not. This is an
example of the conditional coding
programmed into an install. If the
DLL should be replaced or updated by the install, knowing the
install has conditional code to
check the DLL version is helpful.
In fact, during the install testing
of one application, I developed a
habit of always checking the date
and version of MSVCRT40.dll. I’d
had enough difficulties with this
application and that specific MFC
DLL to burn its name in my memory. I learned that this particular
DLL was usually already loaded
into memory, which prevented the
DLL from being updated on install. After discovering this issue,
our developer installed a newer
version of the DLL, but the updated version wouldn’t be loaded into
memory until the PC was restarted.
Now, anytime I test an install that
requires a reboot, I find out why—

what’s taking place, being updated, or
checked by rebooting. I also check which
DLLs are loaded in memory if any of the
install DLLs are common ones like the
MFC library. VB runtime files are similar
in that an error may occur if the files are
loaded into memory and a different file
version is needed.
Figure 2 shows an MFC DLL and the
detailed version information you can
view through Properties. To view properties of a DLL, locate the DLL, right-click,
and select Properties. When working
with shared DLLs such as .NET or MFC
DLLs, tracking the specific version of the

install. I look for components of the install that might already exist on the PC.
Where does the install inventory come
from? The development team could create an install inventory, or you could
build one yourself. I suggest you begin
creating the install inventory just as I did
in the example, using the Inctrl5 report
results and loading the information into a
spreadsheet. Once you identify the core
components of the install, you can work
with your development team to identify
any additional dependencies of the install, such as Windows Services. For
installations that include Windows Serv-

Wizard Screen

Tests

License agreement

• Test yes.
• Test no. Does the install stop?

Space requirements

• Test with all items selected.
• Test with some items selected.
• Check the size requirement for each option; check combinations.
• Attempt to install where there is not sufficient space.

Windows service

• Test if the software is installed for all users of the workstation.
• Test if the software is installed only for the specific user
who installed the software.

Default directory

• Accept the default directory.
• Choose a different directory.
• Consider other tests, like trying to install to a removable
drive or network location.
• Attempt to leave the directory entry blank.
• Attempt to install to a network location you don’t have
permission to access.

Navigation

• Test forward and back buttons throughout the wizard.
• Test the cancel button throughout the wizard process.

Table 1: A list of install wizard tests

DLL is necessary to avoid DLL version
conflicts. In fact, when working with
DLLs, knowing both the date and version of the DLL is a good idea so you can
check the DLL down to the date and version of the file.
Although it could be automated, I
manually review the files, DLLs, and registry settings by comparing the test PC
against the install inventory before the

ices, it’s not uncommon to find the
service setting doesn’t take effect until the
PC is rebooted. After the install and reboot are complete, I prefer to manually
access My Computer|Services to check
the status instead of waiting for an application fault to uncover a Windows
service that was not configured to run automatically.
Often, admin rights are required to
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run an install, so another test to consider
is installing as a non-administrative user
of the PC to see how the install handles
this condition.
Now that you know what’s inside the
install you’re testing, you’re ready to begin the actual testing.

Clean Environment Testing

I prefer to begin install testing with a
clean, uninstalled PC. The value of having a clean, uninstalled PC is being able
to isolate how an installation behaves in
a known environment. A clean PC is
analogous to listening to your child play
a musical instrument in a quiet room. It
may be good or it may be awful but at
least you know exactly what it is and
what it isn’t. Let’s take this analogy one
step further and imagine that your child
plays the instrument beautifully. Now,
there’s still no guarantee that your child’s
music will continue to sound good when
other instruments are introduced. The
same is true with a product installation.
Just because an install runs fine in a constrained environment doesn’t mean it
won’t wreak havoc when other software
is on the same PC. Sometimes a perfectly
healthy install can become unstable when
other software is installed after the software you’re testing.

Install

The install process itself should be
tested. Install procedures can miss installing files and their supporting
components. Install wizards should be
checked from functional and operational
perspectives. Functionally, does the wizard or install process provide the install
options (such as typical and custom-defined configuration) and then execute the
install as selected? Does the wizard display the accurate amount of space
required for the install? Can the user navigate through the install and setup
windows, including forward, next, and
back buttons as displayed? Think of the
install process as a small application that
requires functional testing. Install wizards are applications that can have their
share of software defects.

Testing the install wizard process

All installation wizards are not the

Figure 3: Reference count for the shared MFC42.dll

same. Table 1 is a list of tests that might
apply to the wizard you’re testing.
Another important install test is to
watch the incrementing and decrementing of shared DLL counts in the registry.
If a DLL is a .NET, MFC, or other type
of shared DLL, then a reference (use)
count is maintained in the registry. This
count is used to track the number of applications using the DLL. When the last
application using a DLL is uninstalled, a
prompt should appear asking the user’s
permission to remove the DLL from the
PC. But if this count is incorrect, a necessary DLL can be removed, leaving an
application nonfunctional.
Here’s an example of shared DLL in
the registry. The location for incrementing and decrementing is:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\
Microsoft\Windows\
CurrentVersion\SharedDlls.

Figure 3 shows the reference count for
the shared MFC42.dll (see the Sticky-

Notes for more information on shared
DLL reference counts).
Test cases for install testing can be
written just as you would write test cases
for other aspects of your application. You
might find it beneficial to write one test
case for the install process and have that
test case refer to the current version of
the install inventory for details. At the
end of the install, the application must be
able to launch and a user must be able to
login.
To ensure the install is successful and
the interfaces or dependencies on external components are working, launch the
application and execute one or more
functional tests to verify the interface or
dependencies. For example, log into an
application and run a report that will utilize a third-party report component. The
end point for install testing is to make
sure the application launches and runs.

Uninstall

After testing the install, I test the uninwww.StickyMinds.com

stall process. I use the install inventory to
check that all files and DLLs that were
installed are removed during the uninstall
process. In addition, registry values must
be reset to the values they had before the
install was executed. I’ve often found numerous defects in the uninstall process.
Since customers may install, uninstall,
and then reinstall software, testing how
the application handles these processes
should be part of install testing.
The purpose of uninstall should be to
restore a PC to the state it was in before
the install was run. The uninstall includes
the removal of all files, folders, and components installed on a PC through the
install process. The only exceptions are
the files not actually installed but created
by the application after functionality has
been accessed, such as help files or database files. Using the inventory is the
easiest way to check the after state of the
uninstall.
I’ve encountered problems with uninstall testing with multiple applications.
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First, after an install and after product
use, additional files are often created by
invoking the application. Since these files
are created (and not installed), they are
often overlooked by the uninstaller and
therefore not removed. For example, one
file created by invoking an application is
the Help Index file. Because these files
are not installed, they may prevent the removal or deletion of a folder on
uninstall. Another example of a file that
prevents uninstall can be a database file.
If a database file is created by the application, then the database
server might hold the file open
preventing the file from being
removed during an uninstall.
This type of file “leftover”
from uninstall may prevent a
reinstall from being successful,
so I manually check the removal of these files and folders
from an uninstall.
If an application doesn’t
uninstall correctly and doesn’t
restore the PC image to a clean
state, subsequent installs may
not work. Attempting to install again without “wiping a
PC clean” is worth doing because it mimics user behavior.
In fact, this type of testing is
more than mimicking user behavior; it’s
testing in the real world. Typical use of
an install generally involves a user not
knowing what’s on a PC, dropping a CD
into a drive, and running an install.

Real World Environment
Testing

Customers install and reinstall software. Customers don’t re-image PCs to
restore to a clean state. Customers drop
in CDs and expect software to install
flawlessly regardless of the pre-existing
state of the PC. So after testing with a
clean state, I begin testing with PCs that
are not clean. First, I test under ideal conditions to know how the application
should install, and then, once I am satisfied, I test for reality. I install and
uninstall multiple times on a PC without
restoring the PC to determine if the install and uninstall process goes sour after
repeated cycles.

Two of the most common and yet difficult aspects of install testing are
colliding DLLs and PCs that have been
updated.
When a PC already has a DLL installed and the install replaces that DLL,
it might turn out that the application under test works fine with the new version
of the DLL but the software already installed on the PC now fails. Or the
opposite can happen. The application
under test fails after other software is installed and DLLs are again replaced.

Often the problem is reported to customer support, but the root cause is
never properly identified. Customers
might not realize subsequent installs can
impact software already installed. Sometimes customers don’t have control over
their PCs as corporate network groups
push software down through an organization for automatic installation.

Are We Done Yet?

A classic question in testing is “Are
we done yet?” What constitutes doneness for install testing? Knowing that the
application installs, launches, and runs
properly is the destination. The tricky
question is “What constitutes running
properly?” The answer lies in the type of
product and understanding its unique
constitution. Complete install testing
gives us confidence that the application
launches, a user can login, and the application performs its basic functions. You’ll
have to define those basic functions and
www.StickyMinds.com

then write test cases to verify that functionality.
An application I once tested used
Crystal Reports. The install missed installing the subcomponent DLLs. The
product ran after install, but when we
tried to run a report, the application
crashed. The report files hadn’t installed.
Is it a product defect? Is it an install defect? Is that interface testing, install
testing, or application testing? I suppose
this defect could have been found
through any of those forms of testing,
but install testing would have
been the best place.
Experience has taught me
that I need to understand the
product and its components
and to define a success criterion
for install testing. But it’s not so
black and white: Install testing
doesn’t end with checking that
a desktop icon appears or that I
can log in. It’s a matter of
knowing the application and
becoming mindful of what can
go wrong from a bad install. In
software testing, we might be
anxious to move onto other
forms of testing such as functional, usability, performance,
and security testing, but if the
software hasn’t been installed correctly,
the rest of our testing may be wasted effort. {end}
Karen N. Johnson is a software testing consultant with extensive experience in software
testing and test management. She has published testing articles and is a frequent speaker
at conferences. Karen is a hosted testing expert
on Tech Target’s Web site, searchsoftwarequality.com and serves as a director for the
Association for Software Testing. Visit
www.karennjohnson.com for more information about Karen.
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For more on the following topics go to
www.StickyMinds.com/bettersoftware.
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Inctrl5
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Shared DLL reference counts
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